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The foil boat competition. 

For this activity you will need 

• 1 piece of foil- 30 cm x 30 cm 

• Access to a sink, or similar 

• Kitchen scales 

About 500g of material to load the boat with.  (We used lego and Hama beads), you could use marbles, nuts and 

bolts, pebbles 

The aim: build a boat and measure how much mass it can carry before it sinks. 

Safety: make sure that the water you are using is not deep, or spilling.  Make sure that the material you use to 

load the boat is allowed to get wet, and will not block any sinks. 

Method (see the pictures on the next page too!) 

1) Cut a piece of foil to 30cm x 30cm.  It must be this size! 

2) Fold it into a boat shape.  We found it was easier to do this by first moulding it around a book, and then 

folding in the sides. 

3) Float your boat in your tub of water.  (A washing up bowl outside might be the easiest, but we used the 

bath) 

4) Weigh out 500g of your load material into a tub using your kitchen scales. 

5) Add you load onto your boat a bit at a time.  Make sure it is spread out across the boat, and not all in 

one corner. If possible take a photo to show your teacher. 

6) Stop adding your load when it starts to sink. 

7) To work out how much mass the ship held before it sank weigh how much loading materials you still have 

in your tub. 

8) The difference between the mass at the start and at the end is how much mass your boat help. 

9) Let you teacher know how much mass your boat carried before it sank. 

10) If you have your parents permission you can email the mass that your boat held, and a photo to 

STEM@theforestschool.net to enter the competition.   

• Mass in tub at start: 

• Mass in tub at the end: 

• How much mass by boat held:   

Questions: can you repeat your result? 

What happens if you try a  different shape boat? 
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Making the boat by cutting the foil, folding around a book to get sharp edges, and then folding up the sides to make 

a boat.  

 Weigh your loading material, we used 300g of lego and beads 

 Float your boat on the water.  

 Add you loading material to your boat carefully 



 
 

 When it starts to sink stop adding any more loading material. 

  

Weigh you remaining loading material. Work out how much load your boat could carry.   

We started with 300g 

We ended with 69g 

300-69=231 

Our boat held 261g before it sank- can you beat us! 

If you like this challenge you could have a look at the Dendrite world Challenge Club for this and other ideas, 

but you will need an adult to sign you up.  

https://www.dendrite.me/competition/view/competitionid/5e8b01ed308abff56c417b88# 
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